ΛR contains (for p = q) the refined Chern classes of complex analytic vector bundles over M. In both cases the first cohomology group H^M, •) plays the important role, therefore we restrict ourselves to this case.
As for the cohomology of the first sequence (1.1), B. Bigolin studied recently the relation of A%' q with the so called Aeppli coho-
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BOHUMIL CENKL AND GIULIANO SORANI mology (1 4) γp, q = Ker 33 on Γ(M, A™) dΓ(M, A*~u q ) + dΓ (M, A™-1 ) and with if*(ikf, C) under certain assumptions on the manifold M (Stein, Λ -pseudoconvex, compact Kahler) using methods of sheaf theory. The main results of this paper are proved by direct Hubert space methods. The cohomology of both sequences (1.1) are studied simultaneously. The statements concerning the first sequence (1.1) can be considered as another proof of some results obtained by Bigolin. It is shown that the cohomology of M with coefficients in the sheaf ^t q and also in ^i tq is, under certain conditions on the boundary of M open, finite dimensional and isomorphic to the harmonic spaces constructed from Spencer's resolutions of the corresponding sheaves. Using the terminology of [9] we can say that the Neumann problem is solvable for the operators 39 and dd c , under certain pseudoconvexity conditions on the boundary of M (Theorem 3.1).
The technique is based on the methods developed by Hormander as an extension of those introduced into the subject by Kohn Proof. Let u e A R '\ dd c u = 0 . Then ddu = ddu = 0 and u=f+g, where 3/ = dg = 0. The function h = f -g is real as u is a real function. Furthermore dh~O and dh ~ dh = 0, therefore h = constant and u is the real part of the homolorphic function 2/ -h.
If β is the projection of a homolorphic function on its real part, we get immediately the exact sequence 
If Λf is a compact Kahler manifold then
We shall construct first of all the Spencer resolution of the sheaves ^c p>g and &g-q . But, because the resolution of the "real" sheaf 3^ί' q can be obtained from the "complex" one by adding certain algebraic conditions on the spaces in question, we shall consider the resolution of &>£ tq and point out simultaneously which conditions have to be dropped in order to get the resolution of ^c p>9 . The second order operator dd c together with its prolongations can be factored through the sheaf of germs of the jet bundle Jι(A p^q ), I ^ 2, and thus we can define the vector bundle
for I ^ 2. Let us denote by d the formal differential ( [9] ) and define the vector bundles gf& -*M' andP' v , q ->M', O^i^2m, by the sequences
where π is the ordinary jet projection. Now let
T* _ τ*(M') being the cotangent bundle of ikf\ It can be shown ( [3] ) that having chosen a splitting λ of (3.2) x we have an isomorphism
Furthermore there is a uniquely defined 1st order differential operator D such that for any vector bundle E -> ΛP and for the corresponding jet bundles
This operator is universal for all linear differential operators on E t in the sense that for any subbundle R t of J t {E) given by an operator in the same way as Rf
The restriction of £> to the kernel gf£ of the jet projection π, (3.2) z , is actually (-δ). The operator D, (3.6) 2 and a splitting λ of (3.6) 
where, using the isomorphism (3.4) ,
is cm eίcαcί resolution of 3P£* q by fine sheaves.
Proof. It follows from the general theory-see [8] .
COROLLARY. ', ii < i < < %, Λ < j 2 < < J g .
All these components satisfy the conditions 
where the vector bundles Pί P>q are defined in an obvious way by an expression similar to (3.3) . Each element uePc P , q , u -(p, yj) has the local form given by the previous Proposition 3.1, but the conditions "for reality" (3.12) are not satisfied. The complex tangent bundle T -V @V splits into holomorphie and antiholomorphic parts. Let F* and F* be their duals. 
This resolution is defined in a way analogous to (3.8) and C[ is the vector bundle such that ueCf is a pair u-(σ,ξ), where σ is a complex-valued ΐ-form and ζ is a complex-valued (i + l)-form which belongs to the ideal generated by the dz's (in the coordinates in UaM').
Du = D(σ, ξ) = (dσ -ξ, -dξ).
To the first prolongation j ι d of 3 corresponds an exact resolution
where the Cfs and D are defined using the general principle [8] ). Such a form 7 splits into (1, 0) and (0, l)-parts, 7 = 7 X + 7 2 . The secon condition (3.24) should hold for any 7 with compact support in U. Therefore (3.25) dr A 7 X Λ *?? = 0 , dr Λ 7 2 Λ *^ -0 should hold for any η 1 and η z . From Proposition 3.1 follows that we can write
where r]ij-ky etc are 2-forms ( And these identities have to be satisfied for all components of η. PROPOSITION 3.5. An element uePp, q , u= {ρ, rj) components (via (3.11) ) the following identities hold:
together with their complex conjugates.
REMARK. If we write down only formally the conjugate equations to (3.27) , than using the remark following Proposition 3.1 we get the boundary conditions for an element u in complex situation. 
If w is any function, then
And we introduce other symbols, namely Now, let us compute explicitely ||4M||J + ||2ta||J for ue£2& and use the estimate (3.30) to make the results of [4] immediately applicable. The computation is rather long and routine. Using (3.28) and (3.29) together with (3.33) and (3.34) we get, for u e <&£. with support in U, the terms involving p only: (3.36) + and the terms involving rj only:
(|| Au\\l + \\B U \\\) (3.37) Let us put for the moment: k x = the boundary integral in (3.36) 
